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ABSTRACT

A quantitative account of the brickwall effect is given. By

combining the theory of the resistive wall instability with the

theory of a nonuniform incoherent tune shift, it is shown how

the brickwall effect manifests itself as a limit on the current

tune density (current/tune spread) at some critical stack width.

A description of the effect in the CERN ISR is given. It is also

shown, by an example, how the limiting current condition can be

used in a certain class of storage ring design.
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1. Introduction

The term "brickwall effect" refers to a transverse coherent beam in-

stability observed at the CERN ISR. A most interesting characteristic of

this instability is the presence of a current threshold. Such a threshold

makes it clear that the observations cannot be explained by the classical
2

transverse resistive wall instability. This is the case because of the

following two facts: First, resistive wall theory gives an instability

threshold proportional, not to current alone, but to I/A, where I is the

current and A is a measure of the v-value (betatron tune) distribution. And

secondly, current is stacked in the ISR with the ratio I/A kept essentially

constant. These two facts are incompatible with a current threshold. To

explain it, therefore, another physical factor must be sought.

The suggestion has been made that resistive wall theory is still applic-
1 3

able, but must be coupled with space-charge effects. ' It has, in fact,

been shown that if one includes in the resistive wall theory a nonuniform

incoherent tune shift, then, the observations connecCed with the brickwall

phenomenon in the ISR can be adequately described. However, in Ref. (4),

estimates of the space-charge effects were not included. It was simply

assumed that they were of an appropriate magnitude.

Here we will combine the instability theory with the recently developed

theory of a nonuniform incoherent tune shift due to image forces in order

t) obtain a quantitative criterion for the brickwall effect. We will show

th.it the criterion is a limitation on I/A which is a function of the width

of the stack. The picture is as follows: The brickwall criterion can be

expressed as

I/A < (lM) b w ,

with (I/A), conceptually °° for zero width stacks, and for Che case of

narrow stacks, the classical resistive wall limit on I/A determines the

current limitation. Now, as the beam is stacked, the beam width increases

and the brickwall limit, (I/A), , decreases until it reaches a minimum.
DW

From this point the limit (I/A)b increases again as the stack further

widens. The minimum in the function (I/A), is an interesting point. It

means that there is a particular beam width (or current) which limits the
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stacking. Note the point chat if the stacking proceeds past the critical

current (or critical stack width), the limit on t/& recedes, It is presum-

ably the existence of this singular current which gives rise to the ns

"brickwall", implying that one simply has to pass it to be safe. If bw

(ainimutn) is less Chan (I/A)rw< the classical resistive wall limit, then for

a particular value of the current, the brickwall presents a stricter current

limit than the standard resistive wall limit.

He will calculate the critical stack width (and so, the critical, or

brickwall current). Parallel plate geometry is asstnsed, as was done in

Ref. 5. We will obtain the brickwall limit of I/A and show how it compares

to the classical resistive wall limit. The CERN ISR will be treated as an

example. Finally, we will discuss small gap designs, and show how the

critical stack width depends on the sice of the magnet gap.

2. The Critical Current (Stack Width)

Consider a storage ring such that the tune, v, is a function of momentum.

Let v be the central tune, corresponding to a central momentum, p Q. Let &

be the half-width of the distribution in vunits, in the absence of space

charge. We denote the unperturbed v-value, v . Then a convenient variable

indicating the momentum deviation from its central value is

where 6 * Ap/p is relative momentum deviation from p , and

(2.2)

is the slope of v-value with respect to p. Since v' is assumed to be con-
stant, x is linear in 6 .

o p

If we define x in terms of the real tune v by

(2.3)

CJ

then, from

v » v + v'5_ , (2.4)
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which, at assumed, is linear in ftp, we have

x * xe . (2.5)

The effect of space charge is to distort the v versus p curve (I.e.

che working line), this is equivalent to • distortion of the s & O curve
[Eq» (2,S>J* Three properties of eht space charge effect are: the center
of the working line, v , £* changed; the straight line Joining the ends of
the working line has the unperturbed slope* v'; and a quadratic ten* in
6p is introduced, (tie neglect terns of third or higher order in x^,} tie
sketch these effects in Fig. 1* Sy an appropriate redefinition of vft {and
thus x > we can write the tune, v {or, »)» in the presence of space charge,
in the form

The quantity r represent* the nonuniformlty of the space charge tune shifts

across the fe**».

Warn Kef. 5, the parameter r can be expressed in teg** of the electric
and magnetic incoherent tune shifts (for xere stack width) and form factors
which depend on the stack width, let f^, f be fort* factors which de-
crease the corresponding tune shifts at the stack center as a function of
. ... . „.» f _ be the ratio of tane shift at stack

edge to tune- shift at stack center for electric and magnetic cases respectively.
We then find that r can be written

*V fet a ' *«t> * **w***mJX ' ****** „ ,

where &v. and Av _ are electric and magnetic incoherent tune shifts at the
ov nag

beam center (for xero width). It can be shown, using Ref. 5, which asauaes
parallel plate geometry, that

2naL . — '
raag%~ ' *mag%* m a g ' 2 ,2 L * 3 tanh %n»rT 3 tanh
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with or > a/h, (2.10)

*' » «/g, (2.11)

while a is the half-stack width,

h is the half*chaitber height,

•ad g is the haif*s*P height.

lhe tune shift variation across tht beam is more sensitive to electric
linage forces and we accordingly simplify our expression for the distortion
parameter, r> by simply neglecting che Magnetic effect. He thus have

In ief. 4 it was shewn that a (Quadratic dittnrtion of the working line
(tune versus p ) t that it, t, could excite a trsniverst eonerene instability.
1ft* stability criterion established there we*

W < % . (2.13)

from the simple font of (2.12), i t can be seen t'.Mt the critical stack width
for the bricfcwalt effect can be obtained froat l:h« maximw of r{«> m* a
luactloo of or, or

d ff .(<*>

g — . o . C
Thus, the critical stack width is directly proportional to the chamber

height and independent of other aachine parameter*. If or «£ solves (2,14),
then the critical stack width I*

From a__it and the current density per unit width stacked, we can find che
critical current:

*erit * *crit \ 3a

Assuming that the critical stack width t* utilized, the bricfcvall stability
criterion is
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This is a limit on the quantity I/A, but we will assume it to be independent
of the limitation on I/A placed by the classical, resistive vail effect. It
can be shown that combining the two juat neons a more severe current limit.

*• The Bricfcwall in Che ISR

The threshold condition for stability against the elctssical tranaversc

instability, resulting txcm image forces due to the resistive walls, can be

expressed a*

(3.1)
2rpR" * - o "

where
6 it the h«tf-ttine spread in the beam,
I is the current: in A,
v is the vertical betatron tune,
0 is the particle velocity in units of c,
V is the energy in units of particle muss,
h is the chamber half-height,
R is the ring i*«diu*t
It i s the ffizimuChal mode number for the I n s t a b i l i t y ,
H is the particle angular velocity (* 0c/R),
p it the clumber resistivity in units of ohm-»,

« is the beam half-width,
-18v is the classical proton radittt, * 1.54 x 10 »,

s is the proton etiarge, • 1.602 x 10* coulombs,
« o is She free space dielectric constant, * l/36rr x 10" sec/ohm-m,

and ffw(a/h) is a f o m factor normalized to f (°) * 1*

This form factor is derived in Ret?. 2. A plot is shown in Ref. 8. The con-
dition (3.1) is not a general enc, but is suitable as an estimate for the
threshold in the XSR. If we use the values of these parameters for the ISRi
Y • 26, 3 « I, v « 8.75, ft • 150 », k - 9, P - 0.7 x 10"6 ohm-m (273° K
stainless steel), h * 2.5 cm, a » 2.5 cm, then we obtain, with ^ ( l ) * 0.75,

| < 2202.0 (A/unit %-tunc spread) . (3.2)
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So, for example, if the total tune spread is 0.04, A * 0.02, and the current

limitation is

I < 44 A .

In the ISR, touch less than this current is stacked with a spread of 0,04

in tune. In fact, a rough value of I/A for the ISR can be taken to be

which is well below the threshold set in (3.2).

Why, then, is there an instability at currents well bclcw 15 K? We

will show how tho brickwall mechanism, as discussed in the previous section,

can produce a separate and much lower current limit.

We start by writing an expression for the electric incoherent tune shift

at the beam center for zero beam width. Without significant error, we can

treat only the electric images, that la, those arising from the metallic

chamber boundary. We thus hove

T,2lr R2

**• 24ec\>3 yh

Using ISR values, this can be simplified to

* " °'03 (I 3) * <3#5)

The stability criterion, Eq. (2.17), against the brickwall effect can there-
fore be written

ife ) P e t « W < 16'7 • <3'6>
or, with F e t(a c r i t) - 0.35,

| < 716 , (3.7)

very close to the estimated ISR operating value (3.3).

The critical stack size (a - %-width) is

acrit " 1>3 h " 3#25 *• *
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Considering the appro 'mations used:

(a) Ideal parallel p ate geometry,

(b) Uniform density, hard-edged beam distribution horizontally,

(c) Neglect of magnetic effects,

and the fact that we have only a rough estimate of ISR operations [as in (3.3)],

these results represent a good description of the bricfcwall phenomenon. Con-

cerning the somewhat high value for * it> Bq, (3.8), we should mention that

the function ?-#(<?)> £q* (2.8), has a rather broad maximum. Thus, when a = 0.7,

the value of F . is already 0.25. This corresponds to a total stack width

(« 2 a) of 3.5 cm.

With this success in describing the brickwall effect in the ISR, we will

use this theory to estimate the effect for a storage ring design for high

energy protons, one which utilizes a very small magnet gap.

4. The Brickwall Effect in a Small Gap. Larte Radius Storage Ring

A storage ring design which demands a high energy, a room temperature

magnet and a small magnet gap is strongly constrained by transverse collective
g

effects. The relevant parameters arc the snail gap and the implied large

radius, Which follows from the low magnetic field, high energy requirements.
q

To counter this, it is proposed' to stack a very wide ribbon beam.

We first consider the current constraint imposed by the classical resistive

wall instability. A rou&a threshold condition is given by Eq. (3.1). Using

v * 20.25, v * 30, h * 1.25 cm (half-chamber height, corresponding to a half-

gap of 2 cm), R » 340 m, k * 21 (lowest mode with a potential instability),

and P « 1.6 x 10 ohm-m (273 K copper), we obtain

| < 168 f f w ( { ) ] (AA-tune spread) . (4.1)

Assuming energy stacking, the current is proportional to the stack width:
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Thus,(4.1) becomes

Using the curve of f. in Ref. 8, we see that the strongest constraint is

at maximum current: With a = a , and a^^ * 4 h » 5 cm (corresponding to

a 10 cm stack), fr (4) * 0.30, we havefr (

I
- ~ < 560 . (4.4)

Because the constraint is a decreasing function of a, stability against the

transverse resistive wall effect at maximum current implies stability during

sCacking.

For a stack of total tune spread 0.02 (A * 0.01)), we have a current

limitation,

Next we will estimate the constraint imposed by the brickwall effect,

the space charge tune shift at the beam center for a zero width beam can

be computed from (3.4):

(Av)ct = °*057 1 * (4*6)

Si ce a . • 1,3, and F ^ d . 3 ) - 0.35, the brickwall stability criterion

(2.17) leads to

^ < 25.1 (A per % tuns <>p£ead). (4.7)

The critical stack width is

acrit ' ffcrith " U6 em ( 4 8 )

This means that for a 10 cm stack («_„ " 5 cm), the brickwall has its peak

effect when about 1/3 of the current is stacked. If I/A is kept constant

during stacking and & m 0.01, this leads tt a current limitation,

I , < 0.25 A . (4.9)

max

Even without specifying &> the condition (4.7) is severe, as can be seen by

comparing with the ISR brickwall limit (3.7). Xr Appears that high order

fields will be required Co correct the nonuniformity of Che space charge tune

shifts across the stack width. If this is done, condition (4.7) would give

way to (4.4), which is the current limit due to the classical resistive wall

effect.
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5. Conclusions;

We have treated the brickwall effect in quantitative terms. In com-

puting the brickwall current limit, the classical resistive wall effect

was ignored. Combining the two would lead to a more stringent brickwall

limit than has been obtained. However, it is in the spirit of the approxi-

mations used here to treat the two separately.

He have obtained a quantitative description of the brickwall effect in

the ISR by combining the theory of the resistive wall instability with the

theory of a nonuniform incoherent tune shift. We have further given ar

example of the use of the brickwall stability criterion in storage ring

design.

Distr.: CRISP
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